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2This year, professional challenges may shape you into a stronger person, while the path to wealth
might feel like a treacherous uphill hike. But love is in the air – singles can expect romance to bloom,
while couples will find that it is a delightful time to have their own bundle of joy. When prioritising your
well-being, adopting a healthier lifestyle can do wonders for your health. 

Career: 1 Star
While you might be stuck with a bottleneck in your career development, it is time to grit your teeth
and be patient. This year, taking care of paperwork and agreements can reduce the likelihood of
unnecessary disputes. Placing a sunflower portrait in your office could boost your career luck. Those
working in the fields of technology, women's products, real estate, or AI are poised to ride the waves
of this prosperous year. Embracing adaptability and innovation in your marketing strategies could lead
to abundant rewards.

Wealth: 1.5 Stars
Managing your finances this year may feel like guiding a goat uphill, but being cautious can make the
journey go more smoothly. Pay close attention when signing contracts or investing, and think twice
before acting as a guarantor. Work relationships with Roosters and Rabbits need to be handled with
caution. On the bright side, your house number and phone number might bring in a small windfall.
Remember that any acts of kindness and generosity can plant the seeds for a prosperous future.

Relationships: 4 Stars
With the Romance star on your side, your love life will be filled with joy and sweetness! With potential
marriages and pregnancies on the horizon, 2024 could be the year of double happiness for those
already in a romantic relationship. Singles should not be sheepish but actively participate in social
activities to widen their social circles. Consider changing up your bedsheets to a romantic lilac colour
to enhance your luck in love. Married individuals will get to bask in their harmonious relationship with
their other half!

Health: 3 Stars
The negative Yin Sha star invites minor health problems. This year, pay attention to your diet.
Consume nutritious foods that keep your liver and gallbladder happy – think high-fibre, low-fat, low-
salt options, and plenty of water. Incorporating a consistent exercise regime and maintaining a
healthy weight will keep you in top form all year long.

Lucky Number                                            Lucky Colours
1359                                                                       Red, Grey, Burgundy, Green, Purple, Pink

Auspicious Directions                              Auspicious Crystals
Southwest, West, Northeast                       Yellow Tiger’s Eye, Rainbow Obsidian, Pink Opal, Smoky Quartz
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